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Abstract
The traditional cryptographic algorithms both symmetric encryption 
and asymmetric encryption algorithms do the conversion of data 
into a cipher text for transmission over a public network. Most 
cryptography algorithms change the original plain text into a 
cipher text via an encryption algorithm and transmitted over the 
network. This cipher text is decrypted at the other end. Since the 
transmitted cipher text is visible in the network, it may be subjected 
to attacks. To overcome this problem, we implement a technique 
of hiding the message in the image file or in the video file in such 
a way that there would be no perceivable changes in the image 
or video after the message insertion. Sometimes the message is 
encrypted and hidden in the image or video file raises the level of 
security. This process of hiding message in the image or video file 
is called steganography.  For this a new steganography technique 
called Joint Visual Cryptography (JVC) is implemented. This 
does not blur or change the image so that during transmission of 
image no one recognize the data, after receiving transmitted image 
receiver decrypt the original message from the image.
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I. Introduction
In today information sharing and transfer of data has increased 
exponentially with the increasing amount and verify of data to 
be transferred in various mediums. The specification of security 
at various different levels of accessing data and issues like 
authorization, authentication has been very critical. The threat 
of an intruder accessing secret information has been an ever 
existing concern for data communication experts. In the present 
scenarios security is one of the major constraints for web content 
also. Cryptography and steganography are the most widely used 
techniques to overcome this threat. before the wide spread of 
data processing  usage, the data security felt to be valuable for 
administrative usage .on the other hand with introduction of 
distributed systems and use of network communication facilities 
the data transmission over the different systems across the network 
is raised is a regular activity. Network security is raised by this 
distributed environment [1].

A. Introduction to Techniques Used in This Domain

1. Cryptography
The joint key cryptography (symmetric key cipher) uses a 
common key for encryption and decryption of the message. 
This key is shared privately by the sender and the receiver. The 
sender encrypts the data using joint key and then sends it to the 
receiver who decrypts the data using same key to retrieve the 
original message. Joint key cipher algorithms are less complex 
and execute faster as compared to other forms of cryptography 
but have an additional need to securely share the key. In this type 
of cryptography the security of the key. In other words it serves 
the purpose of hiding a smaller key instead of the huge chunk 
of message data.The public key cryptography (asymmetric key 

cipher) is a technique that uses a different key for encryption as 
the one used for decryption public key systems require each user 
to have two keys i.e. a public key and a private key. The sender 
of the data encrypts the message using the receiver’s public key. 
The receiver then decrypts this message using his private key. This 
technique eliminates the need to privately share a key as in case of 
symmetric key cipher. Asymmetric cryptography is comparatively 
slower but more secure than symmetric cryptography technique 
[2].

2. Steganography
Many a times steganography is related to cryptography. 
Steganography related to cryptography by meaning that both are 
used for security purposes both with different implementation 
and approach. Steganography along with cryptography is the 
science further provides efficiency. Steganography is the science 
of embedding a message or file such that the message or file is 
invisible thus it is the art of hiding the existence of the message 
before sending to the receiver[3].

3. Visual Cryptographic Steganographic System
In the multimedia steganocryptic system, the message will first 
be encrypted using public key encryption algorithm, and then this 
encrypted data will be hidden into an image file thus accomplishing 
both data encoding and hiding. The multimedia data will be used 
to provide the cover for the information.

II. Literature Survey
The majority of today’s steganographic systems uses images as 
cover media because people often transmit digital pictures over 
email and other Internet communication (e.g., eBay). Moreover, 
after digialization, images contain the so-called quantization 
noise which provides space to embed [4] In this article, we 
will concentrate only on images as carrier media. The modern 
formulation of steganography is often given in terms of the 
prisoners’ problem [5,6] where Alice and Bob are two inmates who 
wish to communicate in order to hatch an escape plan. However, 
all communication between them is examined by the warden, 
Wendy, who will put them in solitary confinement at the slightest 
suspicion of covert communication. Specifically, in the general 
model for steganography (see Fig.1), we have Alice (the sender) 
wishing to send a secret message M to Bob (the receiver): in order 
to do this, Alice chooses a cover image C. The steganographic 
algorithm identifies C’s redundant bits (i.e., those that can be 
modified without arising Wendy’s suspicion), then the embedding 
process creates a stego image S by replacing these redundant bits 
with data from M.
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Fig. 1: Symmetric-key Cryptographic Model

S is transmitted over a public channel (monitored by Wendy) and 
is received by Bob only if Wendy has no suspicion on it. Once 
Bob recovers S, he can get M through the extracting process. The 
embedding process represents the critical task for a steganographic 
system since S must be as similar as possible to C for avoiding 
Wendy’s intervention (Wendy acts for the eavesdropper). Least 
significant bit (LSB) insertion is a common and simple approach 
to embed information in a cover file: it overwrites the LSB of a 
pixel with an M’s bit. If we choose a 24-bit image as cover, we 
can store 3 bits in each pixel. To the human eye, the resulting stego 
image will look identical to the cover image [7]
Unfortunately, modifying the cover image changes its statistical 
properties, so eavesdroppers can detect the distortions in 
the resulting stego image’s statistical properties. In fact, the 
embedding of high-entropy data (often due to encryption) changes 
the histogram of colour frequencies in a predictable way [8]. 
Westfeld [9] proposed F5, an algorithm that does not overwrite 
LSB and preserves the stego image’s statistical properties. Since 
standard Steganographic systems do not provide strong message 
encryption, they recommend to encrypt M before embedding. 
Because of this, we have always to deal with a two-steps protocol: 
first we must cipher M (obtaining M’) and then we can embed M’ 
in C. In the next sections we will present a new all-inone method 
able to perform steganography providing strong encryption at 
the same time.
Our method has been planned either to work with bit streams 
scattered over multiple images (in an online way of functioning) or 
to work with still images; it yields random outputs, in order to make 
steganalysis more difficult and it can cipher M in a theoretically 
secure manner preserving the stego image’s statistical properties. 
The simplicity of our method gives the possibility of using it in 
real-time applications

III. Objective and Proposed System Architecture
Our main objective is to provide an efficient secure approach for 
transmitting data over the network from client to server. Our goal 
is to provide an enhanced two level security feature that provides 
security and overcomes different communication threats.
The conversion of data into secret code for transmission over 
a public networks is called cryptographic analysis. Today most 
cryptographic is digital and the original plain text is turned into 
coded equivalent cipher text via an encryption algorithm. The 
cipher text is transferred over the network medium to target at 
the receiving end the cipher text is decrypted and turned back into 

plane text. There are plenty of algorithms and techniques available 
for implementing digital cryptography. Most of the algorithm 
uses key to convert plain text into cipher text. Since key is easily 
predicted by attackers. So the people using the increased key 
sizes. At one stage increased key size is a problem. As a result 
we have hashing methods are use to implement encryption and 
decryptions.
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Limitations of existing system:
Smaller key size can be easily predicted and information • 
can be hacked.
Though increased key sizes provide security it requires more • 
memory space and time.
Because of space and time requirements the efficiency • 
decreases with increased key sizes.
The traditional methods are not suitable for unsecured • 
communication channels.
The traditional methods vulnerable to intruder attacks.• 
Key distribution is a problem.• 
Protocol description incorporate attacks losses.• 
The model spy knows private keys and can target • 
messages.

In this paper we proposed an advanced system of encryption the 
data combines the features of cryptography and Steganography 
to transmit data over network in a secured manner so that the data 
is protected from various threats from intruders. Our proposed 
system is a two level data security system so that intrusion is 
impossible. In our system at first level we are using public key 
cryptography which uses asymmetric key cipher algorithm for 
encryption the user message. The result of this security is a cipher 
text and it is applied with Steganography as second level security 
measure. The Steganography hides the encrypted message behind 
a visually colored image or behind a video file. In such a way that it 
is not possible to predict color frequencies and there will be predict 
changes after message insertion to provide this Steganography an 
efficient manner we are providing a new kind of technique called 
joint visual Steganography. Joint visual Steganography is one of 
the most secure forms of Steganography on today’s world. Thus 
our aim is to come up with a technique that is hiding encrypted 
message behind image or video
Proposed System Advantages:
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It is a two level security.• 
It combines features of cryptography and Steganography.• 
The system is more secure since it combines cryptography • 
and Steganography.
This minimizes threat intrusion.• 
This is eliminating individual drawbacks of steganography.• 
Joint visual cryptography provides an efficient Steganography • 
technique so that it is not possible to predict changes in images 
after message insertion.

A. System Architectural Design
This top level design focus on identifying modules required in 
the system based on functional requirements. It also specifies 
the interconnection of these modules in appropriate so that the 
system is well integrated. The system design provides the overall 
software architecture of the system. It provides the overall software 
architecture in two different levels.

Level 1 system architecture• 
Level 2 system architecture• 

B. Level-1 System Architecture
It describes system in more abstracted simple way. The following 
diagram explains level 1 system architecture for the system 
enhanced cryptography and Steganography.
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Fig. 2: Level-1 System Architecture

According to this architecture the system is divided in three main 
components at first level.
Encryption: This is used to encrypt the message at sender side. 
May use Steganography, cryptography or both.
Transmission: This is used to transmit the image with hidden 
data to Receiver end.
Decryption: This is used to extract message from image.

C. Level-2 System Architecture: 
The level-2 system architecture describes the system in more 
detailed way by representing system in terms of modules or layers.  
The following diagram explains the detailed system architecture. 
According to Level-2 System Architecture the system is divided 
into four layers or modules

User interface design module.• 
Encryption module.• 
Transmission module.• 
Decryption module.• 

D. Problem Formulation
To come up with a technique of hiding the message in the image 
file or in the video file in such a way that there would be no 
perceivable changes in the image or video after the message 
insertion. Our main aim is to implement joint visual cryptography 
(JVC). This technique does not blur or change the image so that 
during transmission of image no one recognizes the data.

E. JVC and DES Algorithm
Cryptographic algorithm generally needs a reference table which 
aids the conversion of a small block of data in the original block 
(may not be a block of data of in the original content).  
In order to provide higher security levels the algorithm is designed 
to use a reference database as shown in below figure. The reference 
database will consist of various reference grids. Each of the grids 
will have a 3D representation of the encoding schema which will 
be used to represent the characters in terms of specific numbers 
(the same number may or may not represent a different character 
in a different character in a different grid). 

Encryption algorithm:
The message will first be encrypted using asymmetric key 
cryptography technique the data will be encrypted using basic DES 
algorithm. The cipher will now be hidden into multimedia file.

The cipher will be saved in the image using a modified bit • 
encoding technique by truncating the pixel values to the nearest 
zero digit (or a predefined digit) and then a specific number which 
defines the 3D representation of the character in the cipher code 
sequence can be added to this number. For every character in the 
message a specific change will be made in the RGB values of a 
pixel (this change should be less than 5 for each of R, G, and B 
values). This deviation from the original value will be unique for 
each character of the message. This deviation also depends on the 
specific data block (grid) selected from the reference database. 
For each byte in the data one pixel will be edited. This one byte 
of data will be stored per pixel in the image.
In this method the cipher sequence can be decoded without his • 
original image & only the edited image will be transmitted to 
the receiver.
In first lines of image properties, the attributes of the image will • 
be encrypted & and saved so as to provide us the information 
in the image is edited or modified or the image extension has 
been changed like JG toGIF. Their properties can be used in the 
decoding (identifying the correct block of data from the data 
grid). So only the correct encrypted image in the correct format 
will produce the sent message.
For decryption, the receiver must know which image format • 
changes the color distribution of the image. Every image gives 
a random data on decryption that has no meaning. But only the 
correct format decryption gives the original message.
After hiding the data in the image will be sent to the receiver. The • 
receiver should have the decryption key (private key) which will 
be used to decode the data. 

Decryption Algorithm:
The message can be decoded using an inverse function (as • 
used in traditional technique) using the receivers private key. 
This key can be a part of the image or a text or any attribute of 
the image. 
The receiver’s private key is used to identify the reference grid • 
from the reference database.  
After selecting the correct grid, the X & T component of the • 
image can define the block that has been used to encrypt the 
message & the RGB values can point to the detain the block 
identified by the X, Y component as shown in below figure.
The cipher is retrieved by obtaining the difference in the pixel • 
value from the closest predefined value (zero truncation). 
These numbers will now define the saved bit & will form the 
cipher text.
This cipher can now be decrypted using an inverse function of • 
the DEA algorithm to get the message text.
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Joint Visual Cryptography Algorithm:
Master image is selected from the master image file.• 
A copy of above Master image  is maintained in a buffer.• 
The input text message is converts into binary form.• 
Every bit in input text message is inserted at random positions, • 
in every 8 or 16 or 24 or 32 bits in the buffer based on the 
image this is called embedded image  
This embedded image is the cover image and it is transmitted • 

IV. Implementation and Testing
According to level-2 System architecture the system is divided 
into four layers modules.
User interface Design Module: This module designs user 
interfaces (GUI screens) for user to interact with system at either 
sender side or at receiver side. This module designs mainly 
interfaces for encryption and decryption for user to easily work 
with system.
Encryption Module: This module is key module in implementing 
data security. This module is responsible to perform encryption 
of message or file by using Steganography and also by using 
cryptography and Steganography together. Input: Either plane 
text, image (or) video (or) file and image. Output: image with 
inserted message (or) file.
Transmission Module: This module focuses on transmitting the 
image with hidden data to the receiver end. Input: Stegoed image. 
Output: Transmission to the other end.
Decryption Module: This module performs reverse process of 
encryption module. It is used to extract message or file from an 
image or video. Input: Transmitted image or video. Output: Plane 
text message in original form (or) file in original form.

V. Conclusion
In this paper we can achieve the higher level of security by 
integrating the both the cryptography and Steganography 
techniques. We generate the stego message which is in the form of 
image file and insert it into the audio file format.  The main objective 
of the paper is to integrate the cryptography and Steganography. 
We have achieved this result by providing the greater security to 
the message with this proposed system. Then we insert this stego 
message into the audio file. This is the major achievement in our 
project where there is no possibility to alter even the data grabbed 
from the audio file. In this project we have used DES algorithm 
for cryptographic phase. It is efficient than many other algorithms 
in point of brute force attack and provide higher security. For 
Steganography we used JVC approach. In future implementation 
a few modifications will be necessary to overcome the constraints 
and assumptions made. Future work is required regarding the audio 
file synchronization methods to reduce the size of audio file and 
we can use JVC using multi tone.
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